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A Closer Look at
Cultural Adaptation

What's part of the
process?



TWO EYED SEEING EVALUATION (TESE)
GATHERING

The annual LTOA TESE Gathering was held August 17-18, 2019 in Montreal, Quebec. The TESE Gathering

brings together partners from across Canada who are delivering the Listening to One Another (LTOA)

program in their community to share, connect and grow. We had partners from British Columbia,

Manitoba, Ontario, and Nova Scotia - a real coast-to-coast representation!

 

The theme of this year’s TESE Gathering was, “Community and Connection” and was set to guide not only

the gathering's discussion, but also the overall goals of the TESE Gathering. Each partner had the

opportunity to share where they were at in regards to the LTOA program, and were also able to bring

forward any concerns, or questions they had to our round table discussion.  

 

Some partners discussed their experiences in delivering the program in their respective communities, and

were able to highlight both the ongoing successes and challenges of that process. Partners also shared

how they have adapted the program to meet the needs of their community, as well as their future plans

and goals for the program in their community. Each partner is at their own unique stage within the

process of the program, which made for meaningful exchanges of experience, rich conversations and

strengthened connections!

 

As a group, we also had the opportunity to take stock of the LTOA program materials, and discuss

strategies to enhance our “community of practice" and ensure meaningful, community-based research

opportunities exist for each partner and community.  

 

To have so many LTOA partners - who each represented their community so beautifully - gathered

together is always so inspiring and encouraging. We all came away from the 2019 TESE Gathering feeling

more motivated than ever to continue this work in communities! 

LTOA TESE Gathering 
August 17-18, 2019 in Montreal, Quebec



TESE GATHERING 
HIGHLIGHTS

 BUILDING OUR
NETWORK

SHARING SUCCESS

To ensure the longevity and sustainability
of the LTOA program, we want to
strengthen our national connections
between communities. The LTOA website
will serve as a central hub for information,
directions and materials. The LTOA
Networking page on Facebook is a growing
platform for partners to connect and post
updates and questions.   

National coordinator, Michelle, and the
Montreal-based LTOA team are in the process
of updating LTOA materials, including our
manuals. Formatting, organization and
accessibility are all being considered as
priorities in order to make the generic
manuals more user-friendly. The manuals
have also been completely translated into a
French versions.

Community partners across the TESE table
highlighted the need to hear more success
stories related to program delivery and effects
on communities. Success stories provide a
means of promotion for the program in other
communities, and are important for future
funding and opportunities. Additionally, success
stories can be incorporated into the evaluation
of the program. Overall, let's shed a positive
light on LTOA!

UPDATING
MATERIALS



NAMHR
conference

Network for Aboriginal Mental Health
Research

This  years' annual NAMHR conference honoured the work of

Michael J. Chandler and his work on culturally-based mental

health promotion and implementation research. The conference

highlighted prominent researchers in the field of Indigenous

mental health, touching upon key aspects of mental health

promotion and implementation science, such as ethics (Dr. Amy

Bombay), wellness and recovery (Dr. Melissa Walls),  creating

communities of practice (Dr. Lucie Nadeau), and establishing

models of healthcare by and for specific Indigenous communities

(Dr. Christopher Fletcher).

 

 

 

Additionally, the LTOA research team presented a poster on

creating culturally safe spaces in implementation research,

based on the outcomes of the SSHRC Connections meeting held

in Winnipeg, MB in March 2019. In collaboration with a multitude

of our community partners, certain ingredients were outlined as

necessary to building culturally safe spaces in Indigenous

contexts, whether it be during program implementation within a

community, or in research settings. Displayed below is a visual

describing the three main components of culturally safe

spaces.



Through the eyes of
an Elder...

Ina Dunstan

On a cloudy September afternoon, under the 
watchful eyes of hundreds of books of the Cultural 
Consultation library in Montreal, the gentle voice of Elder Ina Dunstan softly
emits from the phone. Sitting around the table and listening attentively to Ina, is
the LTOA team. Captivated by this Elder all the way in British Columbia, we sit
quietly as she tells us stories about her life, as well as her experience with the
LTOA program.
 
 

 

As we chat about cooler weather and the changing colors of the leaves, Ina 
reminds us that pine mushroom season will soon be arriving in British Columbia. This means 
she is long overdue for a trip to go pick pine mushrooms in the surrounding mountains. She 
recounts fond memories of her childhood growing up in Siska, a Nlaka'pamux community in 
BC, where she spent many seasons picking food off the land with her family. She recalls spending
time across the river in a place called Nhmnamk, meaning “Story Telling Place” in Nlaka'pamux,
recounting joyful memories of her grandparents, aunties and uncles. Her family had a ranch in
Nhmnamk, with no electricity or running water, but filled with animals and crops: horses, cattle,
cats, vegetables, and orchard trees. Ina recalls working on the farm as a child, and how she
accompanied her parents to the gardens to pick vegetables, and even sometimes wiggly worms,
with many picnics and naps in between. With 11 siblings and a well-traveled uncle (who they
called Grandfather) who brought back with him stories of his travels between Siska and Los
Angeles on horseback, she notes laughing, “Things never got boring back then!”

Born in 1944, Ina was delivered by her grandmother, who also had a hand in delivering
all her siblings. Usually, after the birth of a child, her grandfather would decide a Native name for
the child. Unfortunately, he was not there during Ina’s birth, and she missed receiving her Native
name. But Ina, being the determined woman that she is (this is the woman who traveled from B.C.
to Montreal and Winnipeg in less than six months last year), asked her older brother to give her a
name. Dmitatkwu, or “hidden water”, is the name he selected, and a name she cherishes deeply. It
also happens to be the name of a great aunt she loved, who was a wonderful baker, and would
often sneak her a taste of what she was making. Although Ina claims she will never be as good a
baker as her aunt, she has clearly inherited the laughter and smiles her aunt carried, the ones
that make “her whole body shake”.



When Ina was 23, she left her hometown and lived in
Vancouver for many years before returning in 1997.
Coming back to the Siska area was an important time
for her and marked a transition in her life. For the first
time, she was able to get in touch with herself and
understood what being a Native woman meant to her.
We listen attentively to her describe her experience in
residential school, where she was taught to be ashamed
of herself, was punished for speaking her language, and
wasn’t allowed to think for herself. As we listen to Ina
speak, her voice remains steady, demonstrating the
strength and courage she has. She tells us that she had
to work on lifting her feelings of shame about herself
and her heritage, which in turn has allowed her to
return to her roots, and “do some of the things my
parents did”, such as beading, participating in Sweat
Lodges, picking berries and drying and canning salmon.
It took her a long time for her to feel comfortable in
her own skin. Soon, with her pine mushroom
excursion, she will do just that, and will “feel one with
Mother Earth… hearing the wind blow through the
trees, and hearing the birds”. For Ina, the mountains
are her piece of heaven, a place where she feels whole
and where negative thoughts drift away.
 
 

 

Given her re-connection to her roots and
community, and the knowledge she is willing
to share, we ask Ina to describe her experience
of participating in the LTOA program.
 
Ina fondly remembers when LTOA program
facilitator, Erin Aleck first asked her to
participate in the program a few years ago. She
didn’t know what else to do but laugh. She felt
that she, “Didn’t have anything to contribute.
Didn’t feel worthy. Didn’t know what to say or
do”. Now, she looks back proudly and
recognizes and appreciates the growth she
experienced during the program. Growth that
has affected her personally, but which has also
affected others positively. Ina worked closely
with Erin to adapt and translate the LTOA
program to the local Nlaka'pamux language.
Erin has been a close ally to Ina, always
encouraging her to communicate her feelings
and tell her life story. Now, Ina feels she can go
out and talk to people, liberated of her fear to
even say hello, and has also helped people in
the LTOA program communicate with one
another. For Ina, the children of the program
are especially important to her, and she recalls
their evolution, from being fidgety and
nervous at first, to getting comfortable with
just being themselves. It’s in the young people
that Ina sees her traditions and culture
blooming once again in her community,
“Before people sat at home, now the young
kids get up and go”.

Ina sees the power and determination of the
younger generation and what they are able to
achieve from the program. They don’t have to
live their life according to someone else’s rules,
and can think and feel for themselves. That’s
how Ina feels the program has helped the
young people in her community, and she hopes
to see the program continue to expand and
reach more communities, both in her Nation
and across the country. Ina believes the LTOA
program allows people to feel like they are not
alone, and allows them to connect to their
culture. To Ina, listening and talking to people
is “going to create such a miracle in our
lives”, and that this program can “help us get
back to our way”. Her experience in the
program has been eye-opening, and feels that
the program can be of benefit to many more
people, as it reminds Indigenous people that “I
am a person. I matter. I count”.

Ina Dunstan at the SSHRC Meeting 2019, Winnipeg MB;
Photo by Erin Aleck



Let's talk about...

Cultural adaptation is the process of tailoring a program to better fit the needs and

context of the group using the program. For the LTOA project, community partners are

encouraged to adapt the manual to suit their communities' cultures and needs, and to

add their respective cultural content, such as traditional stories, land-based activities

and language to the program! 

Cultural adaptation

Cultural adaptation can promote better participation and engagement with a program. 

It can also create a better sense of ownership and control over a project, because those

using the program are also the ones adapting the material! More importantly,

incorporating culture into an intervention transforms the intervention into one that reflects

the strengths and values of a community.

Why culturally adapt?

Cultural adaptation involves a comprehensive and collaborative process that often

includes the participation of community partners for whom the adaptation is being

developed. Knowledge keepers, such as Elders in Indigenous contexts, are also involved

and contribute greatly to the adaptation process. In the LTOA project, there are certain

key elements such as community values, language, stories, traditional crafts and land

activities that are often incorporated into the program, as part of the adaptation

process. This adaptation process will differ in every community, and what a community

adds as cultural content to a program will vary, leaving every community with their own

unique version of the program!

What is cultural adaption?

How to culturally adapt?



 WHAT 'S  PART  OF  THE  CULTURAL  ADAPTATION  PROCESS?  

ASPECTS OF CULTURAL
ADAPTATION

Elders are integral to the cultural

adaptation process -  supporting and

collaborating with program

facilitators as the key knowledge

holders. Elders help guide the

adaptation process by incorporating

appropriate cultural elements and

language. Their valuable experience

and stories also play a role in the

implementation of the program. 

CULTURAL SAFETY
Cultural safety is at the forefront of the

adaptation process. The LTOA

program aims to be inclusive of the

diverse cultural traditions and values

of each community. To support

cultural safety, cultural protocols,

activities and practices are integrated

into the program. Moreover, building

authentic and trusting relationships

are necessary in the creation of

culturally safe spaces.

Flexibility underlines the notion

that cultural adaptation is a slow

process that requires patience

and care. Timelines and goals

remain flexible throughout the

adaptation process, reflecting

and respecting the needs of the

community. 

COMMUNITY
PARTICIPATION

Community participation and local

Indigenous knowledge is relevant to

any adaptation process. Engaging

the unique voices from each

community is crucial for promoting

inclusion, and bolstering

engagement and enthusiasm for the

program.

FLEXIBILITY

Language is a cultural resource 

that must be preserved and

strengthened; therefore, the

translation of the LTOA program

into a community's language is

one of the main goals of

adaptation.

LANGUAGE

MATERIALS
 Materials outlining the LTOA program

are key to understanding the ins-and-

outs of the program and adaptation

process. The generic facilitator's

manual and accompanying booklets

are meant to be modified to the user's

needs. LTOA materials have been

organized in different ways in different

communities, and are currently being

updated to be more user-friendly.

ELDERS



 

THE LTOA LOGO... REIMAGINED 

Tell us about yourself!
 
K̓alhwá7alap, my name is Lisa Wilson. I am half Cree, half St̓át̓imc. My
mother is from Kasechewan, a Cree community in Ontario, and my
father is from Xaxli'p, a St̓át̓imc community in British Columbia. As for
me, I have currently been living on St̓át̓imc territory and am a registered
Xaxli'p band member. 
 
I am a 22-year-old university student at Thompson Rivers University
working towards the Bachelor's (then hopefully Masters) in Social Work.
I am aiming for a Social Work degree in hopes of one day becoming a
clinical counselor to aid my people. With my mother working in health, I
am no stranger to the healthcare system and it has piqued my desire to
enter the field myself. Moreover, with many of my family members
being survivors of the Indian Residential Schools, I plan to use the
intergenerational hardship that have been passed onto me, as a tool to
relate and aid others who have inherited the same traumatic after
effects of colonialism. 
 
I come from a family of artists, my late father being a well-known
traditional artist in our community and my mother and siblings being
hobbyists like myself. I entered the digital art world as a teen and I've
been enjoying it ever since, I enter logo contests and do digital
commissions here and there but I mostly just create for my own
enjoyment. Personally, art has always been a great tool for self-
reflection and expression and it will probably be a hobby of mine for
as long as I am able to create it.
 
Why did you choose to create this logo? 
 
I chose to create this logo because the LTOA program description really
resonated with me. I love supporting anything that has to do with
bringing culture back to our people. Using culture and community
support as preventative healing techniques aligns strongly with my
belief that the land, the language and the people is a strong enough
foundation to help Indigenous people be proud of who we are and rise
up after the continued negative affects of colonialism.
 
 
 

The colors represent the four colors of the medicine wheel (one
of my home communities uses blue instead of black, so I went
with that since it fit better aesthetically), and since the medicine
wheel is a used in nations across the country it works great as a
symbol for culture, healing, and the circle of life.
 
I also wanted the shape of the turtle shell to mimic that of a
sweat lodge since that is also a huge indigenous cultural symbol,
and I have always found them to be a very healing and communal
sacred ceremony growing up. The two people represent
communal engagement, I made one older (an adult or Elder) and
a youth to represent the passing of teachings between the two
generations. 
 
I also wanted this logo to be ambiguous enough to be interpreted
in many more ways that even I never thought of while creating it!
 

Thank you again, Lisa, for the beautiful work and words, and
congratulations on winning the contest!

In our last newsletter, we put out a call to creative souls to help us design a new logo for the LTOA Program! 
We were so thankful to receive a very special design from Lisa Wilson of Lillooet, BC. Below, hear from Lisa about how

she created the logo, and what it means to both her and the LTOA program.



U P C O M I N G  E V E N T S :  F A L L  2 0 1 9

 

*If you are interested in circulating your communities' events, please contact us @ ltoanationalcoordinator@gmail.com

12th Annual Swampy
Cree - University of
Manitoba Team
Conference
October 3-4, 2019

Our LTOA coordinator Michelle
Kehoe will be attending this
conference to present about the
LTOA school program and meet
with other researchers doing
similar work! 

 

Family Program in
Eskasoni
Fall 2019-Winter 2020

After a first run with the LTOA
school program, Eskasoni Mental
Health Services, in Eskasoni, Nova
Scotia,  are delivering the LTOA
family program as well, this fall.
We look forward to hearing more
from our partners on the process of
delivering the program, and the
experiences of facilitators, Elders
and participants.


